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Schumpeterian growth theory 

• Long-run growth driven by innovations

• Innovations result from entrepreneurial activities 

motivated by prospect of innovation rents

• Creative destruction: new innovations displace 

old technologies



Competition, growth and distance to frontier



Competition and growth: the inverted-U relationship
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Candidate explanations

• Deterioration of competition policy 

(Philippon)

• Competition policy did not properly adapt 

to IT digital revolution



Problems with Philippon’s explanation

• Does not explain the growth upsurge in 

1995-2005 at a time where concentration 

was already increasing at accelerated rate

• Cannot explain why fall in labor share and 

rise in markups is not so much within firms 

but rather between firms











Hence

• Adapt competition policy to IT and digital 

revolutions

• « Competition Policy for the High-

Technology economy », Richard Gilbert, 

MIT Press, 2020

• Take a more dynamic approach to 

competition policy, taking entry and 

innovation, and market contestability or 

the lack of it, better into account; 
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Introduction

• Particularly since the 1980s, economists have 

come to dislike industrial policy

• It focuses on big incumbents (‘national 

champions), thereby stifling competition

– Anne Krueger

– Acemoglu et al

• Governments are not great at ‘picking 

winners’.

– Veolia - Suez



Introduction

• How to govern industrial policy and make 

it more competition-friendly?

– Nunn-Trefler

– Aghion et al

– DARPA



DARPA

– In some areas (clean energy, défense), hard 

to move from fundamental research stage to 

implementation and commercialization…..

– ….due to coordination problems!

– …*S-curve* dilemma: the basic technology 

exists but remains embryonary



*DARPABLE* projects

– Research can be organized around a mission

– Mid-way between lab and application 

(nascent S-curve)

– Frictions prevent financing and large-scale 

experimentation of the technology



Governance of DARPA

• Mixture of top down and bottom up

• Missions operated by autonomous program 

heads hiered for a 3 to 5 year period

• The heads can freely team up start-ups, 

university labs, and large industrial firms



DARPA in the US

• Annual budget of around 3 billion dollars spread over ~ 

100 projects

• DARPA played a key role to help develop high risk/high 

fixed cost projects such as:

– GPS

– Internet

– Navigation autonome

– Laser

– Personal computers

– Energy transition



Example 1: COVID



















Example 2: Climate



Climate

• Three main levers:

– Carbon price

– Industrial policy

– Competition





Conclusion

• Need both, competition policy and industrial 

policy for enhancing innovation based growth

• Competition policy needs to be adapted to IT 

and IA revolutions: more dynamic approach to 

competition policy

• Industrial policy is also needed, but has to be 

better governed and reconciled with competition  


